
    Vocab ReView
 
Fill in the blanks.
1.  Many businesses in the region have closed or r_ _ _ _ _ _ed abroad.
2.  The research aims to e_ _ _ _ _ _e the effectiveness of the training program.
3.  In order to keep good employees, you need to provide them with possibilities for growth and a_ _ _ _ _ _ment.
4.  Investment professionals can earn bonuses of between 100% and 125% of their b_ _e pay.
5.  The staff receive 5% c_ _ _ _ _ _ion on everything that they sell. 
6.  John works for an investment bank and is presently c_ _ _ _ _ing between Weybridge and the City.
7.  F_ _ _ _e  b_ _ _ _ _ts  include a company car and free health insurance. 
 
    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word(s) listed above.

Job offers  2.

After finding (           ) salary data, you need to check it with a (           ) eye. Salaries for similar jobs can
(            ) according to differences in (            ) location, and years of experience. Another (       ) to keep in mind 
is to check the average (           ) for that job. When you (             ) for a higher salary, make sure you (            ) 
how you (            ) what they are looking for. (            ) your unique skills, and the (       ) you will help (           ). 
I would be (           ) about (            ) a job that does not provide benefits such as health and (          ) insurance. If 
you have no (        ), health insurance and other benefits are very expensive.
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revenue/ negotiate/ highlight/ coverage/ cautious/ dental/ relevant/ accepting
articulate/ generate/ exceed/ geographic/ going rate/ critical/ factor/ vary



      ◎ Match each definition (A – P) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 16)

    DEFINITIONS

A.  to express in words
B.  financial protection so that you get money if something bad happens
C.  careful
D.  relating to the teeth
E.  to attract attention to something important or to emphasize it
F.  to have formal discussions with someone in order to reach agreement
G.  money that a company receives, especially from selling goods or services
H.  to change in different situations
I.   to produce or create something 
J.   analytical
K.  to be more than a particular number or amount
L.  one of several things that affects or influences a situation
M.  concerned with geography which is the study of the earth’s surface
N.  the amount of money that something costs at the present time
O.  connected with what is happening or being discussed
P.  to say yes to an offer or invitation

 
      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.
1.  We’ve offered her the job, but I don’t know whether she’ll …………...
2.  I found myself unable to …………….. my feelings.
3.  She …………. the fact that growing numbers of people are looking for their money to be invested in a more 
socially responsible way.
4.  The company has an estimated annual ……………… of $60 million.
5.  The …………  ……….. for a skilled architect in India is about $50,000 per year.
6.  Increasing use of online newspapers was definitely a contributing …………. to the company’s collapse.
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1.   accept
2.   relevant
3.   highlight
4.   going rate
5.   factor
6.   coverage
7.   cautious
8.   articulate
9.   exceed
10.  geographic
11.  revenue
12.  critical
13.  generate
14.  vary
15.  negotiate
16.  dental


